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FLUCTUAT 

•  Abstract interpretation for C and Ada programs 
•  Interval arithmetic for guaranteed error bounds 
•  In development since 2001 
•  Targets safety-focused industrial applications 
•  Not open-source, but free for educational use 



CRAFT and Precimonious 

•  Early precision auto-tuning projects 
– Both recently extended using shadow analysis 

•  CRAFT [ICS’13] 
– Mike Lam, JMU (prev. UMD) 
–  Instruction-centric via binary analysis 

•  Precimonious [SC’13] 
– Cindy Rubio-Gonzáles, UC Davis (prev. 

UWisc-Madison and UC Berkeley) 
– Variable-centric using LLVM 











CRAFT  [ICS’13] 

l  Configurable Runtime Analysis for Floating-Point Tuning 

l  Framework for x64 floating-point binary analysis tools 

-  Cancellation detection 

-  Dynamic range tracking 

-  Mixed-precision auto-tuning 

-  Reduced-precision analysis 

-  Value histograms 
l  (Andrew Shewmaker, previously LANL) 

l  Source:  github.com/crafthpc/craft 



CRAFT [IJHPCA’16] 



SHVAL [ESPT’16] 

l  SHadow Value Analysis Library  (github.com/lam2mo/shval) 

l  Pintool for simulating alternative representations on compiled binaries
l  Native 32-bit IEEE float 
l  Arbitrary precision (MPFR) 
l  Unum 1.0 (library by G. Scott Lloyd, LLNL) 
l  Posits (library by Isaac Yonemoto) 



l  Extended by Ramy Medhat (University of Waterloo) to aggregate and track error 
by instruction or memory location over time 

-  Higher overhead, more information 

l  Apriltags case study 

-  1.7x speedup on average with only 4% error 

-  40% energy savings in embedded experiments 

SHVAL [EMSOFT’17] 



Ganesh Gopalakrishnan 
Zvonimir Rakamarić 

and team 
URL: soarlab.org  

URL: www.cs.utah.edu/fv 

UTAH FLOATING-POINT 
TOOLSET 

Video at tinyurl.com/SC17-FP-BoF-Utah-Youtube 
Slide deck at tinyurl.com/SC17-FP-BoF-Utah-FP-Tools 



UTAH FLOATING-POINT TOOLSET 

1.  Verification of floating-point programs [SMACK] 
2.  Error analysis 

1.  Dynamic [S3FP] 
}  Best effort 
}  Produces lower bound (under-approximation) 

2.  Static [FPTaylor] 
}  Rigorous 
}  Produces upper bound (over-approximation) 

¨  Comes with rigorous global optimizer [Gelpia] 
3.  Rigorous mixed-precision tuning [FPTuner] 
4.  Compiler flag sensitivity [FLiT] 



SMACK 

}  Automatic software verifier based on LLVM 
}  Extended with support for verification of 

properties that require precise reasoning about 
floating-points 

}  Leverage floating-point decision procedures 
implemented in Satisfiability Modulo Theories 
(SMT) solvers 
}  Z3 SMT solver for now 

}  Part of official SMACK release 
}  Enables verification of floating-point programs in C 
}  Supports pointers, pointer arithmetic, dynamic 

memory allocation, structs, function pointers… 



S3FP 
}  Finding program inputs that maximize floating-point 

error (black box) 

Inputs	

Floating-point Error	
Program	



S3FP 
}  Guided fuzzing overcomes some drawbacks of 

previous approaches 
}  Improves scalability to real codes 
}  Precisely handles diverse floating-point operations 

and conditionals 
}  Shown to be able to handle divergent conditionals 

[LCPC 2015] 

}  Guided fuzzing can detect (much) higher 
floating-point errors than pure random testing 



FPTaylor 
}  Handles non-linear and transcendental functions 
}  Tight error upper bounds 
}  Rigorous 

}  Over-approximation 
}  Based on our own rigorous global optimizer 
}  Emits a HOL-Lite proof certificate 

}  Verification of the certificate guarantees estimate 

}  Tool called FPTaylor publicly available 



FPTuner 

Optimization Problem	Gurobi	

Generic 
Error 
Model	

Efficiency 
Model	

Gelpia	
Global 

Optimizer	

Optimal Mixed-
precision	

Routine: Real-valued 
Expression	

Error Threshold	

Operator Weights	

Extra Constraints	

User Specifications	



ENERGY CONSUMPTION BENEFITS FPTuner 
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FLiT is a reproducibility test	
  framework in the PRUNERS	
      toolset (pruners.gihub.io).	

Hundreds of compilations 
are compared against a 
baseline compilation.	

FLiT 









Improving Accuracy with Herbie 

z = sqrt(x+1) - sqrt(x) z = 1/(sqrt(x+1) + sqrt(x)) 

Mechanisms	
 Random sampling	

 Arbitrary-precision math	

Algebraic rewrites	

 Simplification	

 Series expansion	

 Infer branches	

Evaluation	
Tried on 100s of exprs	

 Confirmed patches	

Multiple robust releases	

 Real-world users	

	

https://herbie.uwplse.org	



Finding Root Causes with Herbgrind 

z = (x+1)-x 
y = x +1	

z = y - x 

z = 1 

Three Main Systems:	
	

l  Real Number Shadowing	
	
	

l  Symbolic Expression 
Inference	

	
	

l  Localization and Influence 
Tracking	

l  Found bugs in SPEC2006 Benchmark (Calculix)	
l  Runs on complex numerical software	

�  Triangle	
�  Polybench	
�  GROMACS molecular dynamics simulation	

https://herbgrind.ucsd.edu	



FPBench: Community Standards for FP Tools 

fpbench.org	

Compare FP tools: ~ 100 accuracy benchmarks	

Interop to compose tools : FPCore, FPImp (w/ C & Scala transl)	

Accurate baseline ℝ : SMT-based (titanic.uwplse.org)	

Growing community: Utah, JM, MPI, UW, etc.	



Floating-Point Tool Status 
l  Rigorous analyses that do not (yet) work at scale

l  FLUCTUAT, FPTuner, Rosa, Daisy, etc.
l  Heuristic analyses that (partially) work at scale

l  CRAFT, Precimonious, Herbgrind, etc.
l  Growing, diverse community of tool developers and users

l  Numerical analysis and scientific computing
l  High-performance computing
l  Programming languages and compilers
l  Systems tools and software engineering
l  Correctness and ESPT workshops at SC’17

Join us!



Thank you! 

For more information:	

tinyurl.com/fpanalysis	
fpbench.org/community.html	

Or contact me:  lam2mo@jmu.edu 


